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Today’s Session is about

Sharing direction we are taking for evolving our

risk systems

Inviting you to take part in designing smarter solutions 

for risk management 

Walk through release plans



A very brief introduction to Risk IT at Deutsche Börse
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• We are part of Deutsche Börse’s 

Product IT as the technology arm 

of the Risk Product

• Our main client and business 

partner is Eurex Clearing Risk 

Management 

• We have 105 team members who 

cover specification, build, test and 

release management for almost all 

of our applications

• Our team members are located in 

Prague, Eschborn and Chicago

• Our most well known service is 

the major risk system Prisma, but 

Risk IT owns a number of other IT 

applications for market data 

management and risk analytics.

• Our applications run on shared 

infrastructure with our sister teams 

Trading and Clearing, incl. the ECAG 

OpenShift cluster (on premise) for 

containerized applications

• Most of Development and Cloud 

Portfolio margin Estimator (CPME) 

service runs on AWS



Our Journey from basic service to sophisticated IT solutions

Risk Engine

Event Driven 

Risk Engine

“a little more 

than margining”

Prisma

“a lot more than 

margining”

R7 internal 

services

R7 services for 

customers
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We explore opportunities from

• Service Based Architecture

• Cloud Infrastructure

• Service Communication via APIs

• Machine Learning for Analytical Services 

from the 1990ies to 2020ies



Focus on Risk IT Services for Customers (1/3)
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Reports What-If Smart Service

Confirm values resulting 

from your activity

What is my end of day 

margin requirement?

Calculate values for 

hypothetical future activity

How would my margin 

requirement look like for 

that trade?

Detect and Learn how 

to improve activity

Did you know that you 

can optimize your 

Portfolio margin by…?



Focus on Risk IT Services for Customers (2/3)
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• Cloud PME runs on AWS and is operated by Risk IT. 

• The main part of the service is the calculating (cross-) margin 

for a specified portfolio 

• Cloud PME’s API is available to customers through the Digital 

Business Platform (DBP), giving them access to Prisma 

margin estimations via API. DBP provides analytics about 

users and their behavior

• On an aggregated basis we saw up to almost 20 Mio API-

calls for Cloud PME  per month and up to 100 calls per 

second (technical limit)

• The usage statistics suggests that multiple customer 

have already integrated the Cloud PME into their 

business processes, potentially to build their own smart 

solutions…?

Taking the CPME as example of an exiting what-if service suggests there is growing demand
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Accumulated number of API requests to CPME per day 

Accessing the CPME through Digital Business Platform

Advanced Users DBP CPME



Focus on Risk IT Services for Customers (3/3)
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Activity Type What-If Smart Service

Trading Calculate hypothetical margin for portfolio 

resulting from trading activity

Suggest hedge trades (incl. cross 

margining) to optimize portfolio with 

respect to preferred risk profile and current 

market situation

Manage Risk Limits Calculate hypothetical margin and compare 

to pre-defined limit

Suggest Risk Limits based on observed 

trading behavior and current market 

situation

Monitor Risk Exposure Extend hypothetical margin calculation to 

other risk metrics (such as stress testing)

Detect unusual changes in risk exposure 

(e.g. market risk, concentration risk) and 

send early warning signal

Risk Analytics Calculate hypothetical margin and stress 

test results for changed risk model 

parameters

Detect unfavorable risk factor moves and 

send early warning signal for anticipated 

violation of preferred risk appetite

Sharing our ideas of future services for you



You are invited!

Share your needs with us

Contact your technical key account manager and/or feel free to reach 

out personally to laura.nasello@deutsche-boerse.com

Take part in service design

mailto:laura.Nasello@deutsche-boerse.com


Name of contact person

Job designation 

Deutsche Börse AG

Mergenthalerallee 61

65760 Eschborn

Phone +49-(0) 69 211 0 00 00

Fax +49-(0) 69 211 0 00 00 0

E-mail firstname.lastname@deutsche-boerse.com

Thank you! 

Laura Nasello

Head of Risk IT

Deutsche Börse AG

Mergenthalerallee 61

65760 Eschborn

E-mail laura.nasello@deutsche-boerse.com



Deutsche Börse AG opens up international capital markets for its customers. Its product and service 

portfolio covers the entire process chain – from pre-IPO services and the admission of securities, through 

securities and derivatives trading through the settlement of transactions and the provision of market 

information to the development and operation of electronic trading, clearing and settlement systems. With its 

process-oriented business model, Deutsche Börse increases the efficiency of capital markets. Committed 

employees are the key factor for innovation and further growth: without them, Deutsche Börse Group would 

not have developed into one of the most modern exchange organisations in the world. More than 5,000 

employees work for the Group – a dynamic, motivated and international team.



© Deutsche Börse Group 2022

This publication is for informational purposes only. None of the 

information  in this publication constitutes investment advice and does 

not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase 

any contract, share or other financial instrument. This publication is not 

intended for solicitation purposes but only for use as general 

information. All descriptions, examples and calculations contained in 

this publication are for illustrative purposes only. 

Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse (FWB®, the Frankfurt 

Stock Exchange), Eurex Frankfurt AG, Eurex Deutschland and Eurex

Clearing AG do not represent that the information in this publication is 

comprehensive, complete or accurate and exclude liability for any 

consequence resulting from acting upon the contents of this or another 

webpublication, in so far as no wilful violation of obligations took place 

or, as the case may be, no injury to life, health or body arises or claims 

resulting from the Product Liability Act are affected.

Securities traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and Eurex

derivatives (other than EURO STOXX 50® Index Futures contracts, 

EURO STOXX® Select Dividend 30 Index Futures contracts, STOXX® 

Europe 50 Index Futures contracts, STOXX® Europe 600 Index Futures 

contracts, STOXX® Europe Large/Mid/Small 200 Index Futures 

contracts, EURO STOXX® Banks Sector Futures contracts, STOXX® 

Europe 600 Banks/Industrial Goods & 

Services/Insurance/Media/Personal & Household Goods/Travel & 

Leisure/Utilities Futures contracts, Dow Jones Global Titans 50 

IndexSM Futures contracts, DAX® Futures contracts, MDAX® Futures 

contracts, TecDAX® Futures contracts, SMIM® Futures contracts, SLI 

Swiss Leader Index® Futures contracts, RDXxt® USD - RDX Extended 

Index Futures contracts, Eurex inflation/commodity/weather/property 

and interest rate derivatives) are currently not available for offer, sale 

or trading in the United States nor may they be offered, sold or traded 

by persons to whom US tax laws apply.

The fund shares listed in XTF Exchange Traded Funds® are admitted 

for trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Users of this information 

service who legally reside outside Germany are herewith advised that 

sale of the fund shares listed in XTF Exchange Traded Funds may not 

be permitted in their country of residence. The user makes use of the 

information at their own risk.

Legal validity of this disclaimer

In the event that individual parts of or formulations contained in this 

text are not, or are no longer, legally valid (either in whole or in part), 

the content and validity of the remaining parts of the document are not 

affected.

Trademarks

The following names and designations are registered trademarks of 

Deutsche Börse AG or an affiliate of Deutsche Börse Group:

1585®; A7®; Buxl®; C7®; CDAX®; CEF®; CEF alpha®; CEF ultra®; 

CFF®; Classic All Share®; Clearstream®; CX®; D7®; DAX®; 

DAXglobal®; DAXplus®; DB1 Ventures®; DBIX Deutsche Börse India 

Index®, Deutsche Börse®; Deutsche Börse Capital Markets Partner®; 

Deutsche Börse Commodities®;  Deutsche Börse Venture Network®; 

Deutsches Eigenkapitalforum®; DivDAX®; eb.rexx®; eb.rexX Jumbo 

Pfandbriefe®; ERS®; eTriParty®; Eurex®; Eurex Bonds®; Eurex

Clearing Prisma®; Eurex Improve®; Eurex Repo®; Euro GC®; 

ExServes®; EXTF®; F7®; FDAX®; FWB®; GC Pooling®; GCPI®; GEX®; 

Global Emission Markets Access – GEMA®; HDAX®; iNAV®; L-DAX®; 

L-MDAX®; L-SDAX®; L-TecDAX®; M7®; MDAX®; N7®; ODAX®; 

ÖkoDAX®;PROPRIS®; REX®; RX REIT Index®; Scale®; SCHATZ-

FUTURE®; SDAX®; ShortDAX®; StatistiX®; T7®; TecDAX®; Technology 

All Share®; TRICE®; USD GC Pooling®; VDAX®; VDAX-NEW®; 

Vestima®; Xcreen®, Xemac®; Xentric®, Xetra®; Xetra-Gold®; Xpect®; 

Xpider®; XTF®; XTF Exchange Traded Funds®; We make markets 

work®

The names and trademarks listed above do not represent a complete 

list and, as well as all other trademarks and protected rights mentioned 

in this publication, are subject unreservedly to the applicable trademark 

law in each case and are not permitted to be used without the express 

permission of the registered owner. The simple fact that this 

publication mentions them does not imply that trademarks are not 

protected by the rights of third parties.

The STOXX® indices, the data included therein and the trademarks 

used in the index names are the intellectual property of STOXX Ltd., 

Zug, Switzerland and/or its licensors. Eurex' derivatives based on the 

STOXX indices are in no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted 

by STOXX and its licensors and neither STOXX nor its licensors shall 

have any liability with respect thereto.

STOXX iSTUDIO® is a registered trademark of STOXX Ltd., Zug, 

Switzerland.

TRADEGATE® is a registered trademark of Tradegate AG 

Wertpapierhandelsbank.

EEX® is a registered trademark of European Energy Exchange AG.

Flexible is better.® is a registered trademark of Axioma, Inc.


